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Ultrasound (US) is being increasingly used to diagnose Giant Cell Arteritis

(GCA). The traditional diagnostic Gold Standard has been temporal artery

biopsy (TAB), but this is expensive, invasive, has a false-negative rate as high

as 60% and has little impact on clinical decision-making. A non-compressible

halo with a thickened intima-media complex (IMC) is the sonographic hallmark

of GCA. The superficial temporal arteries (STA) and axillary arteries (AA)

are the most consistently inflamed arteries sonographically and imaging

protocols for evaluating suspected GCA should include at least these two

arterial territories. Studies evaluating temporal artery ultrasound (TAUS) have

varied considerably in size and methodology with results showing wide

discrepancies in sensitivity (9–100%), specificity (66–100%), positive predictive

value (36–100%) and negative predictive value (33–100%). Bilateral halos

increase sensitivity as does the incorporation of pre-test probability, while prior

corticosteroid use decreases sensitivity. Quantifying sonographic vasculitis

using Halo Counts and Halo Scores can predict disease extent/severity, risk

of specific complications and likelihood of treatment response. Regression

of the Halo sign has been observed from as little as 2 days to as late as 7

months after initiation of immunosuppressive treatment and occurs at di�erent

rates in STAs than AAs. US is more sensitive than TAB and has comparable

sensitivity to MRI and PET/CT. It is time-e�cient, cost-e�ective and allows

for the implementation of fast-track GCA clinics which substantially mitigate

the risk of irreversible blindness. Algorithms incorporating combinations of

imagingmodalities can achieve a 100% sensitivity and specificity for a diagnosis

of GCA. US should be a standard first line investigation in routine clinical care

of patients with suspected GCA with TAB reserved only for those having had a

normal US in the context of a high pre-test probability.

KEYWORDS

giant cell (temporal) arteritis, ultrasound, large vessel vasculitis, biomarkers, temporal
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Introduction

Giant Cell Arteritis (GCA) is a vasculitis of large- and medium-sized vessels. It

is the commonest idiopathic systemic vasculitis and incidence increases with age,

predominantly affecting those aged > 70 years (1). Typical symptoms include headache,

visual disturbance, jaw claudication and polymyalgia rheumatica (PMR). Prompt
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diagnosis and initiation of corticosteroids is key to prevent

the most severe complications of stroke and/or irreversible

blindness (2). The traditional gold standard for diagnosis

involves performing a temporal artery biopsy (TAB) (3).

TAB has many shortcomings when assessing suspected cases

of GCA. Not only is it costly and invasive, but it has repeatedly

been shown to have a false negative rate as high as 60%,

most likely due to inadequate sampling, skip lesions and pre-

operative steroid use (4). Additionally, its impact on clinical

decision-making is questionable. In recent years, the use of

temporal artery ultrasound (TAUS) in assessing suspected GCA

has increased considerably.

The definitions of what constitutes vasculitis on US are

still evolving, as is our understanding of its true place not

only in the diagnosis, but also in the long-term monitoring of

GCA. Advances in technology have undoubtedly contributed

hugely to this growing body of knowledge and we suggest

where future innovations might lead to. We also compare TAUS

to other imaging modalities in GCA and discuss how TAUS

is currently utilized in routine clinical care with reference to

current international guidelines. Lastly we describe our current

understanding of the reliability and applicability of TAUS

and suggest where US may ultimately be incorporated into a

diagnostic algorithm for GCA.

Impact of TAB on clinical decisions

TAB still has high value as a diagnostic test due to

specificity of 100% for a diagnosis of GCA. However, given

the high false-negative rate it is clear that many, if not the

majority, of GCA patients are diagnosed based on clinical

criteria despite the presence of a negative TAB result. A

number of studies have examined the impact of TAB results

on clinical decisions within this context. In one retrospective

cohort of 290 patients in whom GCA was suspected with a

subsequent negative diagnostic test (147 of whom had a negative

bilateral TAUS and 143 of whom had a negative unilateral

TAB), there was no between-group difference in the number

of patients who had steroids discontinued, despite further

stratification accounting for pre-test probability of having GCA.

Additionally, there was no between-group differences noted in

adverse outcomes (including blindness) or number of alternative

diagnoses considered. These findings suggest that TAUS serves

the same purpose as TAB but without the associated procedural

risks while other large retrospective cohorts have shown that

41–87% of those with negative biopsies have corticosteroid

therapy continued anyway (5–7). Thus, while most TABs that

are performed are negative, in most cases negative TABs have no

impact on clinical decision-making. Importantly, data suggests

that incorporating TAUS into the workup for suspected GCA

increases the positive yield of TABs from 8.5 to 24% with

an associated 38% reduction in the number of TABs being

performed overall and with a substantial cost-saving (8, 9).

Defining the presence of vasculitis
on ultrasound

In 1995 Schmidt first described, what still remains to this

day, the cardinal sonographic hallmark of vasculitis- “The

Halo Sign” (Figure 1) (10). It describes a sonographically

hypoechoic ring of inflamed, oedematous vessel wall,

surrounding the lumen of an artery. In a prospective study

of 30 patients with clinically diagnosed GCA, confirmed

by two independent rheumatologists, 22/30 had a Halo

Sign identified in their superficial temporal arteries (STA),

bilaterally in 17, and the rate of agreement between the

two sonographers was 100%. No Halo Sign was identified

in the 82 patients who had GCA excluded on clinical

grounds (11).

In 2012, a new sonographic hallmark of vasculitis was

reported: “The Compression Sign” (Figure 2). In a prospective

study of 80 suspected cases of GCA (43 ultimately diagnosed

as GCA based an ACR criteria), all participants had bilateral

TAUS performed, examining for the presence of Halo Sign

and/or Compression Sign. The Compression Sign was defined

as persistent visibility of the STA despite transducer-imposed

arterial compression (i.e., persistent contrasting echogenicity

between vessel wall and surrounding tissue). Three physician-

sonographers were involved in scanning and were blinded to

the clinical details of the case. Interestingly, the Halo Sign

and Compression Sign were both observed in 34/43 GCA

patients and both signs were absent in all patients in the

non-GCA group, showing a sensitivity and specificity of 79

and 100% respectively, for both signs in diagnosing GCA

(12, 13). In 2018, the OMERACT LVV US working group

defined the Halo and Compression Signs as the most significant

sonographic abnormalities of GCA with inter-rater agreements

of 91–99% and mean kappa values of 0.83–0.98 for both

inter-rater and intra-rater reliabilities. The group defined the

Halo Sign as “homogenous, hypoechoic wall thickening, well

delineated toward the luminal side, visible both in longitudinal

and transverse planes, most commonly concentric in transverse

scans.” The Compression Sign was defined as being assessed

“by applying pressure via the transducer until the lumen of

the temporal artery occludes and no arterial pulsation remains

visible” (14).

More recently, the “Slope Sign” of axillary artery (AA)

vasculitis has been described. This sign describes a long,

thickened segment of inflamed arterial wall that slides down to

a normal intima-media structure (double line) (Figure 3). In 214

patients referred to a fast-track GCA clinic, 81 were diagnosed

with GCA, 23 of whom had axillary vasculitis. The slope sign

was observed in all patients with AA vasculitis (15, 16).
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FIGURE 1

Transverse view of the frontal branch of the Superficial Temporal Artery, demonstrating a halo sign, as indicated by the anechoic region (green

arrow) surrounding the inner Doppler (red arrow) signal.

FIGURE 2

“Compression” sign in STA, transverse view. Hypoechoic/ anechoic region between two parallel hyperechoic lines (adventitia) represents an

oedematous Intima-Media Complex (region between two yellow arrows).
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FIGURE 3

“Slope” sign in axillary artery vasculitis (yellow arrow).

Normal vs. abnormal intima-media
thickness

In 2017, normal cut-off values for intima-media thickness

(IMT) of arteries involved in GCA were first published. IMT

measurements of the STAs, facial arteries and AAs in 40 new

GCA cases and 40 controls were obtained, with the gold standard

being a clinical diagnosis of GCA. The cut-off values with

sensitivities and specificities of the various arterial segments

for a diagnosis of GCA are outlined in Table 1 (17). A recent

study looked at 101 patients aged > 50 years, without a

diagnosis of GCA or PMR, but with varying degrees of perceived

cardiovascular (CV) risk. US of STAs and AAs were performed

on all and notably, in those deemed to have high/very high CV

risk, mean IMTwas greater than in those withmoderate/low risk

both in STAs and AAs. IMT was greater than standard normal

cut-off values in at least one artery in 10.1% of patients, 80% of

whom had very high/ high CV risk (18).

Thus, while early sonographic definitions of vasculitis

included the presence of vessel stenosis and occlusions, the

current standard is to diagnose vasculitis based on the presence

of a Halo Sign, a non-compressible artery (Compression

Sign) and a thickened intima-media complex (IMC). The

precision of these definitions remains a constant process of

refinement and further research is needed in this field to

further specify normal/abnormal IMT values. Additionally,

false-positive ultrasounds can occur, as demonstrated in a cohort

of 305 patients in whom TAUS confirmed the presence of a Halo

TABLE 1 Cut-o� values for distinguishing vasculitic artery from

normal artery in suspected cases of GCA with sensitivities and

specificities for a clinical diagnosis of GCA (17).

Artery IMT cut-off (mm) Sensitivity Specificity

Common Superficial

Temporal Artery (STA)

0.42 100% 100%

Frontal branch of STA 0.34 100% 100%

Parietal branch of STA 0.29 97.2% 98.7%

Facial artery 0.37 87.5% 98.8%

Axillary artery 1.0 100% 100%

Sign, but 14 of whom ultimately had a variety of diagnoses other

than GCA (19).

Distribution of pathology in GCA on
US

Up to 2002, the frequency and location of peripheral arterial

sonographic changes in GCA was unknown. In 10/33 GCA

patients in one study, a Halo Sign could be demonstrated

in peripheral arteries but importantly, sonographic vasculitis

was consistently present in STAs and/or AAs if also present

elsewhere (21). Additionally, it has been demonstrated that

performing AAUS increases the diagnostic yield for large-

vessel GCA with a detection-rate of 98 vs. 62% for TAUS
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TABLE 2 Meta-analyses and systematic reviews relating to TAUS.

Author Year Sample size-total (GCA) Reference standard US definition of vasculitis Sensitivity Specificity

Karassa 2005 2,036 Clinical Halo 55% 94%

Biopsy Halo 69% 82%

Arida 2010 575 (204) Clinical U/L Halo 68% 91%

Ball 2010 998 Biopsy Halo / stenosis /occlusion 75% 83%

Duftner 2018 605 (605) Clinical Halo 77% 96%

Clinical MRI Cranial Arteries 73% 88%

Clinical/ Biopsy PET-CT 67–77% 66–100%

Rinagel 2019 20 studies Biopsy Halo 68% 81%

alone, while asymptomatic abdominal aortic aneurysms may

be detected in 33% of biopsy-proven GCA cases on US

despite no clinical evidence of same (22–25). Other studies

have consistently shown varying degrees of involvement of

occipital, vertebral, carotid and femero-popliteal arteries (26–

30). However, STA and AA are the most consistently

inflamed arteries sonographically and imaging protocols for

evaluating suspected GCA should include at least these two

arterial territories.

Temporal artery ultrasound in
diagnosing GCA

Over the past 25 years, many studies have examined the

diagnostic performance of TAUS against that of biopsy and

clinical criteria (Table 2). In 2005, Karassa et al. undertook

the first meta-analysis including all studies of >4 patients,

which investigated the sensitivity and specificity of TAUS in

GCA, using TAB or ACR classification criteria as the gold

standard. Twenty-three studies of 2,036 patients demonstrated

a weighted sensitivity and specificity of the Halo sign of 69

and 82%, respectively, compared with biopsy, and 55 and 94%,

respectively, compared with ACR criteria. The studies included

were mostly small with heterogenous methodology but they did

show that in the presence of a low pre-test probability of GCA, a

negative ultrasound can help out-rule the disease (31). A second

meta-analysis was published in 2010 specifically examining the

Halo sign and included eight studies of 575 patients (204 with

GCA). Unilateral Halo sign achieved an overall sensitivity and

specificity of 68 and 91%, respectively for GCA. The odds of

having GCA in patients with a Halo Sign vs. in those without

(pooled diagnostic odds ratio) was 34 (32). A systematic review

by Ball looked at trials comparing TAUS and TAB and included

17 homogenous studies of 998 patients. When the sonographic

halo was compared with TAB, the sensitivity was 75% and the

specificity was 83%, leading the authors to conclude that TAUS

was relatively accurate for diagnosing GCA and had promise as

a first-line investigation, perhaps with TAB being reserved only

for those with a normal US (33).

The seminal TABUL study was published in 2016 and

showed that US was more sensitive and cost effective than TAB

in investigating suspected GCA and importantly, the sensitivity

of TAB was only 39% vs. previously published figures of >80%.

In this prospective, multicentre study of 381 patients (257 with

a reference standard clinical diagnosis of GCA, 124 without),

all patients underwent US followed by TAB within 7 days of

commencing treatment for GCA. 101 patients and 162 patients

had positive TAB and US, respectively, with concordant results

in 70% (kappa value 0.35). The sensitivities and specificities

of biopsy and ultrasound were 39 and 100%, and 54 and

81%, respectively. Positive biopsy rate fell after 3 days of

high-dose glucocorticoids whereas US abnormalities regressed

within 4 days [a finding which concurred with those of a

number of other studies highlighting the prompt regression

of Halo Sign in those on corticosteroids (11, 34, 35)]. Of

note, the authors demonstrated that a strategy of combining

clinical assessment with US results was substantially cheaper

(£485 per patient) than combining clinical assessment with

biopsy (4).

Many studies therefore, have interrogated US as a diagnostic

tool in GCA over the past two decades but have varied

considerably in size and methodology with results showing wide

discrepancies in sensitivity (9–100%), specificity (66–100%),

positive predictive value (36–100%) and negative predictive

value (33–100%) of US for a clinical or histological diagnosis

of GCA. Most of the conflicting results are likely related

to heterogenous methodologies, variances in sonographer

technique and advances in ultrasound technology. The ever-

expanding literature in this field has also shown us that the

presence of bilateral halos increases sensitivity of US as does

the incorporation of pre-test probability, while duration of prior

corticosteroid use correlates inversely with likelihood of having

a positive scan. A prospective study at Southend University

Hospital assessing the validity of their pre-test probability score

will be published in late 2022 (36).
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TAUS in monitoring GCA

Early studies evaluating the role of US in GCA disease-

monitoring seemed to agree that Halo regression occurred

within 3–4 weeks of initiating treatment (11, 21, 37–40).

Later studies however, presumably due to improvements in

US technology, identified halo persistence as late as 6 months

after commencing immunosuppressive treatment for GCA (41–

43). It is also notable that halo regression appears to occur

more quickly in STA than AA, in those with relapsing vs. new-

onset disease, in those who achieve clinical remission earlier,

and in those with fewer STA branches affected at baseline

(44–46). By contrast however, it has been demonstrated that

there is no difference in relapse rate/steroid consumption

between those with and without wall-thickening regression

(47). In 2021, a prospective study evaluated the role of

US in monitoring GCA in a cohort of 49 patients. The

number of arterial segments with halo and the maximal

IMT were measured at weeks 1, 3, 6, 12 and 24 and

showed significant differences at all time points in STAs

and after 6 weeks in AAs. Higher halo numbers/thickness

correlated with inflammatory markers, cumulative steroid

dose and lower likelihood of achieving remission with no

such associations seen for AA halo. In cases of relapse,

16/17 cases had increased halo IMT compared to last

measured value (48). However, no reliable conclusions can be

drawn regarding the use of US in monitoring GCA based

on available data.

Development of an US score in GCA

A sub-study of the TABUL cohort demonstrated that

an US score incorporating maximal IMT and bilaterality

of STA/AA halos was useful for predicting likelihood for

positive TAB but not for predicting clinical outcome at 6

months (49). More recently, Halo Counts (HC, number

STA/AA branches with Halo) and Halo Scores (HS, composite

of number and size of halos, Table 3) have been described.

Both have shown a high degree of sensitivity for a clinical

diagnosis of GCA (area under ROC curve 0.892 and

0.921) and strong associations with degrees of systemic

inflammation and likelihood of ocular complications. In

addition, the scores correlate positively with likelihood

of having a subsequent positive TAB and they appear to

be unaffected by cumulative steroid dose over the first

week of treatment (50). These scores have so far been

validated in one inception cohort for diagnosis but research

is ongoing to assess their utility in monitoring disease

activity long-term (20).

TABLE 3 Each branch is assigned a score based on the maximal

intima-media thickness (IMT) identified in that branch.

Halo

score

Common STA Frontal STA Parietal STA Axillary

Artery

0 0–0.3 0–0.1 0–0.2 0–0.5

1 0.31–0.4 0.11–0.2 0.21–0.3 0.51–0.6

2 0.41–0.5 0.21–0.3 0.31–0.4 0.61–0.89

3 0.51–0.79 0.31–0.49 0.41–0.59 0.9–1.5

4 ≥ 0.8 ≥ 0.5 ≥ 0.6 ≥ 1.6

IMT ranges (in millimeters) and their corresponding scores are outlined. Values for

axillary arteries are multiplied by three to account for it having fewer branches. The

scores are added to give a Total Halo Score, with a maximum value of 48. Halo scores

are evaluated on serial scans to assess for wall-thickness regression. STA, Superficial

Temporal Artery (50).

TAUS in predicting GCA phenotype
and prognosis

In a number of studies, STA involvement without AA

involvement is predictive of ocular disease with a stronger

association being seen for those with bilateral halos (50–

54). Involvement of both STAs and AAs infers a significantly

higher risk of relapse and a more frequent requirement

for steroid-sparing agents relative to those patients with

either isolated cranial or isolated upper limb GCA with a

similar association being seen for higher baseline HC and HS

(48, 55).

Comparison of ultrasound with
other imaging modalities in GCA

MRI has the resolution to accurately depict vessel wall

thickening and oedema using contrast agents. While primarily

used for large vessels, recent protocols specifically for STAs

have shown promise but sensitivities for a diagnosis of GCA

vary widely (33.3–69% sensitivity, 87.5–91% specificity) and

a combination of clinical examination and US have shown

higher sensitivities (66.7 and 77.7%) and specificities (100%)

relative to MRI (56, 57). Additionally, the sensitivity of baseline

US and MRI of STAs for diagnosing GCA reduce rapidly

with corticosteroid treatment. With TAB as the reference gold-

standard, the respective sensitivities of MRI and US in a

cohort of 59 suspected cases of GCA were as follows: 90 and

92% (when scanned within 1st day after steroid initiation),

77.8 and 80% (when scanned within 2–4 days after steroid

initiation) and 80 and 50% (when scanned more than 4 days

after steroid initiation) (58). Notably, other data have shown

no statistical difference between US and MRI for detecting
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superficial cranial vessel vasculitis while US appears to detect

vasculitic change more frequently than MRI both in those

with new-onset disease and in those with chronic disease

in the axillary, subclavian and carotid arteries (59). Multiple

studies have also evaluated PET/CT relative to US in diagnosing

GCA. PET/CT has shown greater sensitivity than US for

identifying vertebral artery lesions but comparable sensitivity

for diagnosing large-vessel disease, although abnormalities

are often incongruous within single vascular regions (60–

62).

TAUS in routine clinical practice

While US is clearly a very useful clinical tool in

rheumatology, as recently as 2014 only 1% of its use among

rheumatologists was for the purpose of diagnosing vasculitis

while 74–94% of rheumatologists prefer TAB over TAUS

as a confirmatory test for GCA (63–65). However, since

the publication of updated EULAR guidelines on imaging

in LVV in 2018, its use has increased considerably, as

reported by De Miguel et al., citing data from the Spanish

ARTESER registry.

A number of European rheumatology centers have equipped

themselves with the technology and expertise to operate

Fast-track GCA clinics, which consist of same-day TAUS

and initiation of treatment. The relative risk of permanent

blindness in the GCA patients diagnosed through the Fast-

track clinic is 88% lower compared with those diagnosed

by the conventional route with a shorter mean duration of

inpatient care by 3 days (66). The effectiveness of standardized

training programmes for TAUS has shown excellent inter-reader

reliability. In a study of 112 GCA patients who has vascular

US (VUS) performed by five sonographers who underwent

standardized training, an interobserver agreement of 95–96%

with mean kappa values of 0.88–0.92 (95% CI 0.78 to 0.99) were

achieved (67).

Past and present innovations in US
technology

Recently, very-high resolution ultrasound (VHRU, 55 MHz)

has been shown to non-invasively and reliably, define the

thickness of the arterial intima layer. In 37 patients who had

negative TAB, intimal thickening (IT >0.06mm on histology)

could be identified as a “four-line pattern” in VHRU with

a sensitivity and specificity of 96.3 and 100% respectively

and excellent agreement between histologic and VHRU IT

measurement (68). Recently, in a proof-of-concept study in 24

GCA patients, contrast-enhanced US (CEUS) of large vessels

had a sensitivity and specificity of 91.7 and 100% for detecting

active LVV (69). It provides detailed images of lumen-to-vessel

wall border and abnormalities correlate well with those seen on

FDG-PET (70, 71). Most significantly however, Roncato et al.

have described an automated image analysis tool for diagnosis of

GCA using artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms. They reported

on a retrospective cohort of 137 patients with suspected GCA

who had VUS performed and labelled with VIA software. They

obtained a sensitivity of 60% and specificity of 95% for their

test set (72). Yet, while inter-rater agreements for US are high,

it is an inherently subjective test with interpretation relying

upon sonographer expertise/ experience. Incorporation of AI

algorithms will provide more objectivity and standardization

of US between individuals/centers and, we expect, eliminate

the disparities between study results that we have observed

to date.

Current recommendations for the
use of US in GCA

In 2018, EULAR issued its first guidance document on

the use of imaging in LVV, including ultrasound, with a new

taskforce expected to update these recommendations in 2023

(73). In addition to some technical specifications, they state

the following:

1. In patients with suspected GCA, an early imaging test

is recommended to complement the clinical criteria for

diagnosing GCA, assuming high expertise and prompt

availability of the imaging technique.

2. In patients in whom there is a high clinical suspicion of

GCA and a positive imaging test, the diagnosis of GCA

may be made without an additional test (biopsy or further

imaging). In patients with a low clinical probability and

a negative imaging result, the diagnosis of GCA can be

considered unlikely.

3. Ultrasound of temporal ± axillary arteries is recommended

as the first imaging modality in patients with suspected

predominantly cranial GCA. A non-compressible “Halo” sign

is the ultrasound finding most suggestive of GCA.

The BSR has also issued recommendations for evaluating

and managing GCA (74). They strongly recommended using

a confirmatory diagnostic test, either TAUS, TAB, or both and

they stress the importance of considering the pre-test probability

prior to initiating investigations.

US should be a standard first line investigation in routine

clinical care of patients with suspected GCA with TAB perhaps

reserved for those only having had a normal US in the context of

a high pre-test probability. It is more sensitive and cost-effective

than TAB with an estimated saving of approximately e500 per
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patient and performs as well as MRI and PET/CT with the added

benefit of easier access and lower relative cost when compared

to those two investigations. Importantly however, it has been

shown that algorithms incorporating combinations of imaging

modalities can achieve a 100% sensitivity and specificity (62, 75).

Moving forward, it is likely that such algorithms will become the

Gold Standard in diagnosing GCA, rather than clinicians having

to rely upon one specific test.
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